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Music Perception © 1 983 by the regents of the 
Fall 1983, Vol. 1, 28-62 university of California 

Perceptual Structures for Tonal Music 

CAROL L. KRUMHANSL 
Cornell University 

This article summarizes recent investigations into the psychological rep- 
resentation of pitch relations in tonal music. Evidence is found for the 
internalization of tonal structure at three levels of organization: musical 
tones, chords, and keys. Each level contains a well-articulated pattern of 
interelement associations, and strong interlevel dependencies are identi- 
fied. A quantitative account of the hierarchy of stability that applies to the 
set of musical tones and chords is provided. Structure at these levels is 
found to depend on the context in which the musical elements are embed- 
ded. Thus, tones and chords are interpreted in terms of their functions in 
a system of musical keys, whose interrelations are represented by a regular 
spatial configuration derived from empirical data. The influence of this 
system of knowledge on the encoding, interpretation, and remembering 
of music is described. These results suggest that the listener relates the 
sounded elements to an abstract internal representation of the structural 
regularities underlying tonal music. 

perception is an exciting and potentially fruitful area for inter- 
disciplinary study. From the point of view of the psychologist, the 

listener's response to music is interesting because it requires the processing 
of highly structured information over time. The psychologist is concerned 
with describing sensory, perceptual, and memorial capabilities. Because 
music itself and our responses to it are complex, empirical investigations in 
this area may uncover principles of mental processing and organization that 
can be compared to those engaged in other perceptual domains and in 
language. From the point of view of musicians, music theorists, and com- 
posers, detailed descriptions of the listener's response to music may aid in 
understanding the psychological basis for musical structure by specifying 
the features or properties to which the listener is sensitive. Applications of 
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Perceptual Structures for Tonal Music 29 

experimental methods and analytic techniques provide a precise, quantita- 
tive account of the way in which musical elements are perceived, interpreted, 
and remembered by the listener. In addition to explicating the listener's 
response to compositional conventions found in existing music, work in this 
area may suggest novel musical forms and methods for exploring their 
psychological effects on the listener. This article summarizes recent investi- 
gations into the perception of pitch structure in tonal music. 

The Cognitive Approach 

In the last thirty years, there has been a marked shift in psychology toward 
considering higher level, more cognitive aspects of human behavior. At least 
two important developments can be identified as contributing to this shift. 
First, Chomsky's (1965, 1975) linguistic theory suggests that language be- 
havior can only be accounted for if it is assumed that we possess extremely 
complex and abstract mental representations of the structure of language. 
The acquisition of this knowledge, he argues, could not conceivably be 

accomplished through simple laws of associative learning. The second im- 

portant development was that of computers. Certainly computers have had 
an inestimable impact on the methods used in psychology. Computers ena- 
ble the production of precisely controlled stimulus materials and greatly 
facilitate the acquisition and analysis of data. Perhaps more importantly, 
however, computers provided a model and terminology for characterizing 
complex mental behaviors. Psychological mechanisms, like computers, may 
be described in terms of the input, storage, transformation, and output of 
information. The computer analogy has been extremely influential in the 

psychologist's thinking and modeling of human cognition. 
These developments have led to a concern for specifying in detail the 

psychological processes and mental structures required by cognitive behav- 
iors. A number of interrelated questions have been the focus of empirical 
investigations: How much information can be simultaneously encoded? 
What is the nature of early, sensory representations of information? How is 
the information recoded or organized into a form that is most efficient for 
later, more cognitive operations? What kinds of information are retained in 

memory and what is the capacity and duration of memory for various kinds 
of information? How is memory organized, and how does incoming percep- 
tual information make contact with memory structures so that it may be 

recognized as familiar? And finally, how is information retrieved from mem- 

ory, and how are the external responses organized and produced? Empirical 
investigations have yielded a great deal of information about these ques- 
tions. Particularly fruitful have been the areas of visual perception, reading, 
speech perception, semantic memory, and psycholinguistics. Each of these 
domains of investigation has pointed to the necessity of assuming that the 
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30 Carol L. Krumhansl 

observed behaviors entail complex mental structures and processes such as 
the transformation, comparison, and the application of decision rules to 
internal codes. 

These general questions about cognitive functions apply equally well to 
music perception, although currently less is known about this domain. The 
cognitive approach suggests that music perception goes well beyond the 
simple registration by the sensory system of the external stimulus informa- 
tion. That is, although the sensory encoding of the frequencies, amplitudes, 
and durations of the tones is a necessary stage, the information is presum- 
ably recoded, organized, and stored in memory in a form that may be quite 
unlike early sensory codes. These processes may make reference to memory 
representations of previously heard musical materials. For example, a me- 
lodic phrase may be perceived as similar to a previously heard passage, 
although it has undergone considerable surface alterations. In addition, the 
musical material may be interpreted, organized, and remembered through 
reference to a more abstract system of knowledge about musical structure. 

This more abstract kind of knowledge reflects or represents the underly- 
ing regularities found in the music within one's experience. It may contain, 
for example, conventional rhythmic and metrical patterns, significant inter- 
vals, scale structure, chord functions, and the relationships between musical 
keys. During music listening, these mental structures may be referenced, 
facilitating the apprehension of more global aspects of musical structure, 
emphasizing particular elements and relations between elements, and giving 
rise to expectations about what is to follow. Additionally, the memory 
representation of a passage may itself be in an interpreted form, one that is 
the product of recoding the incoming sensory information through this 
knowledge system. Preliminary investigations into the nature of the internal 
representation of tonal structure, and its involvement in the process of music 
perception, are summarized here. The focus will be on recent empirical 
studies I and my collaborators have done over the last few years, although 
other closely related work in certain of the areas considered will be noted 
also. 

Two Other Influences on Music Perception Research 

Before turning to a description of these empirical studies, it may be useful 
to note two different, although not necessarily incompatible, approaches 
that have been taken in music perception research. Although music has 
never been a central topic in psychology, it has had a relatively long history. 
Helmholtz's (1863/1954) extensive treatise on the acoustics and psycho- 
physics of music continues to have a substantial influence. This investigation 
was directed at describing in detail the physical and sensory basis of music 
perception and auditory perception more generally. According to Helm- 
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holtz, that certain pitch relationships are musically significant can be ac- 
counted for by the physical properties of the tones themselves. He suggested 
that the response to particular intervals as consonant and the choice of 
scales and tuning systems might be based on factors such as the ratios of the 
fundamental frequencies and the overlap of the harmonic series of naturally 
produced tones. 

Moreover, Helmholtz established both in auditory and visual perception 
the reductionistic approach whereby complex perceptual events are to be 
studied by breaking them down into their most elementary units and inves- 

tigating the sensitivity of the sensory systems to these units. Presumably, 
then, the perception of more complex events can be accounted for by the 
known responses to the more elementary units contained within them. For 
the most part, this assumption seems to be shared by both psychologists 
interested in music perception and musicians concerned with perceptual 
processes. Berry (1976) states: 

the thorough study of subject response to the single musical event in 
isolation (in the widest range of combinations of parameters) must 
ultimately play its part in the understanding of the musical experience; 
for, if the syntactic operations and relations of confluent events are 
expressive of meaning at the most sophisticated levels of apprehension 
and combination, the naked qualities which inhere in the single event 
(unconfused by contextual disorder) presumably have evocative powers 
in themselves in some "pure" and "primitive" sense, (p.25) 

Quite possibly, however, reducing musical events to elementary compo- 
nents (single tones or isolated intervals) loses significant features in the 

process. That is, although psychophysical experiments may be useful for 

determining the limits of auditory sensitivity, the reduced stimuli employed 
may be insufficient to engage other perceptual or cognitive processes nor- 

mally operating during listening to actual music. This may happen because 
the parametric variations of psychophysical research lead to designs in 
which the pitch material is not typically embedded in realistic musical 
contexts. In context, more cognitive processes may interpret the individual 
tones within the broader framework, substantially altering their perception, 
diminishing the influence of physical and psychoacoustic properties, and 

emphasizing certain relationships that are more characteristic of musical 
structure. It is important, then, to attempt to strike a balance between the 
concern for realistic, representative musical events and the constraints im- 

posed by methodological considerations. 
The second early influence that can be identified in the area of music 

perception is that of the Gestalt psychologists (Wertheimer, 1923/1955; 
Koffka, 1935). These psychologists rejected the reductionistic approach, 
arguing that the way in which elementary units are perceived can only be 
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32 Carol L. Krumhansl 

understood by specifying their relationships to other elementary units. That 
is, configurai properties are primary in their account of perception. Because 
relative, not absolute, properties of tones seem important in music, as for 
example in the psychological equivalence of melodies under transposition 
(Ehrenfels, 1890; Koffka, 1935), music was a favorite example of the Ge- 
stalt psychologists. They provided numerous laws of perceptual organiza- 
tion that specify why it is that certain configurations rather than others are 

perceived. Although music may have partially motivated the general orien- 
tation of the Gestalt psychologists, most of these laws of perceptual organi- 
zation were worked out for visual patterns. 

However, a number of these laws, such as proximity and good continua- 
tion have been influential in theorizing about the perception of melodic 

sequences. For example, the phenomena of auditory streaming, in which 
tones in different pitch ranges are perceived as separate, and conversely the 

perceptual similarity of pitches close in frequency, have often been associ- 
ated with the Gestalt law of proximity (e.g., Bregman, 1978; Bregman & 
Rudnicky, 1975). The observation that melodic sequences with simple con- 
tours (pattern of increasing and decreasing pitch) are encoded more accu- 
rately (Divenyi & Hirsh, 1974), may be accounted for by the principle of 

good continuation. Deutsch and Feroe (1981) recently proposed a hierar- 
chical model of tonal pitch structure in which the elements at each level are 
organized according to these two principles of perceptual organization. 
Although it is appealing to consider the possibility that general principles 
apply across domains, it is quite certainly the case that there are additional 
and important principles that are unique to each domain. Because the 
Gestalt laws were primarily developed to account for the perception of 
visual patterns, they would seem unlikely to be sufficient to capture much of 
the structural richness that is found in music; uniquely musical relationships 
must be considered as well. 

Influence from Music Theory 

The theory of tonal music provides an account of the compositional 
conventions found in traditional 1 8th and 19th century Western music. This 
work identifies and isolates certain fundamental principles of musical orga- 
nization underlying the diverse collection of compositions within this tradi- 
tion. This literature is an invaluable resource for the psychologist interested 
in music perception for a number of reasons. First, this work may serve as a 
guide for selecting pitch materials to be employed in empirical investiga- 
tions. If the musical stimuli studied are to some degree representative of 
actual music, then the findings will generalize to a reasonably wide range of 
musical experiences. 

Second, through extensive experience with tonal music and careful analy- 
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sis of its organization these music theorists have evolved a terminology for 
characterizing pitch structure. This serves the obvious function of facilitat- 
ing communication among those concerned with the various compositional 
and psychological aspects of music. More importantly, the language of 
music theory is conceptually important for the development of psychologi- 
cal accounts of perceptual-cognitive processes and structures. It provides 
an alternative descriptive framework to that employed by psychophysicists 
(who for the most part are concerned with local physical-sensory relation- 
ships) and that of the Gestalt psychologists (whose principles were devel- 
oped primarily for visual perception). Useful analogies can be made to 
linguistic theory, and many parallels can be found between music perception 
and other subareas of psychology such as speech perception, learning, mem- 
ory and semantic knowledge. But, none of the descriptive frameworks de- 
veloped for these domains would be expected to characterize musical struc- 
ture as aptly as the terminology derived by music theorists specifically for 
musical structure. 

Finally, although many music-theoretic accounts of traditional Western 
music (such as Piston, 1962) are primarily expositions of compositional 
conventions, proposals of a psychological nature are found in the writings 
of other music theorists. For example, Schenker (1906/1954, 1935/1979), 
Schoenberg (1969, 1911/1978), Berry (1976), and Meyer (1956) make 
certain suggestions about the nature of the psychological processes involved 
in music perception. These intuitions may or may not be borne out empiri- 
cally, but as a minimum they may serve to motivate the selection of certain 
problems for investigation and facilitate the interpretation of the results 
obtained. 

In the laboratory studies that will be summarized here we have attempted 
to select pitch materials that reflect certain fundamental principles described 
by music theorists for tonal music. In particular, we investigate very basic 
structural units associated with traditional Western music. Undoubtedly, 
some musicians and music theorists will be uncomfortable with the elemen- 
tary level that we have chosen as our focus, and may take issue in some cases 
with our use of music-theoretic terminology or the generalizations we make 
from our observations. However, we have selected these materials and this 
level of analysis in order to start developing an empirical account of the 
perception of tonal music beginning with some of its most basic and obvious 
features. 

Methodological Considerations 

Our investigations are also governed by a concern for obtaining data in a 
form well-suited for quantitative analysis. That is, the experiments are 
designed so that the observations made may be subjected to various methods 
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employed by psychologists to discover structure in complex data sets. In 
addition to the conventional statistical methods, which allow us to deter- 
mine whether certain observed effects are statistically reliable (not due to 
chance), we depend heavily on two methods called nonmetric multidimen- 
sional scaling (Kruskal, 1964; Shepard, 1962) and hierarchical clustering 
(Johnson, 1967). These methods have been used in a wide variety of do- 
mains to discover underlying patterns in psychological data, enabling us to 
isolate and highlight structural features that would otherwise be difficult to 
characterize. 

One of the dominant organizational principles in perceptual and cogni- 
tive domains is psychological similarity or proximity. Certain elements 
within the domain are similar, others dissimilar. Different empirical mea- 
sures of similarity are employed, for example, direct similarity ratings, the 
time it takes to discriminate between two items, or the probability that one 
item is confused with another item. For the most part, these different mea- 
sures have been found to be correlated. In the case that the psychological 
proximity of every possible pair of elements within the domain has been 
measured, the data set may be analyzed using the computer-based multidi- 
mensional scaling and hierarchical clustering methods. 

Multidimensional scaling reduces the complex set of data (the psycholog- 
ical proximity of each possible pair) into a spatially-organized configuration 
of points. The rule that relates the original data to the scaling solution is that 
the more similar two items are, the closer the corresponding points in the 

spatial configuration. Similar elements will be represented by points that 
are located near one another in the solution; dissimilar elements will corre- 

spond to points that are distant. If the original data are such that a satisfac- 
tory fit to the data is achieved in a small number of dimensions, say two or 
three, then this constitutes a substantial reduction in the data. The resulting 
solution has extracted the underlying structure from the original data set, 
pointing to certain features or dimensions that are salient determinants of 

psychological proximity. Moreover, the solution summarizes the data in a 
form that by its geometric nature is visually accessible. 

Hierarchical clustering is a method that applies to data of the same type, 
but making somewhat different assumptions about its underlying form, and 
producing a tree structure rather than a configuration of points in a dimen- 
sionally organized metric space. The clustering algorithm first joins into a 
single cluster the two objects that received the highest measure of similarity. 
Elements are then grouped together in decreasing order of the similarity 
measure, joining other elements together to form new clusters or adding 
new items to preexisting clusters. This process is continued until all items 
have been joined together. The resulting tree structure represents similarity 
by the height of the tree at which two items are joined. This method is often 
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a useful complement to multidimensional scaling, representing the psycho- 
logical structure of the domain in a different format. 

We have used these methods to investigate the psychological structure of 
such domains as the set of musical tones in an octave range, the chords of 
closely and distantly related keys, and the twenty-four major and minor 
keys. These applications yield a representation of how related each individ- 
ual element is perceived as being to every other element within the set. For 
single tones and chords, the original data analyzed by the methods is typi- 
cally a matrix of direct relatedness judgments. Listeners are asked to judge 
how well one element in the set follows another in a musical sense. In many 
cases, the experimental context defines a particular key, and the judgments 
are to be made with respect to the key established within the context. In this 
way, we can investigate how the perceived relations between the elements 
depend on or are modified by the context key. In the case of musical keys, a 
less direct measure of psychological similarity is employed, as will be de- 
scribed later. 

The relatedness judgment task may be criticized because of its rather 
vague and open-ended nature - on what exactly are the listeners to base 
their responses? That reasonable consistency is found across different lis- 
teners and across repeated observations for the same listener lends some 
support to the method. Moreover, because we do not impose or imply any 
particular criterion, the pattern of responses can be used to determine the 
features or properties that are in fact psychologically salient. However, it is 
important to have convergent evidence for the conclusions from different 
experimental methods. In many cases, we have found that the results of 
experiments using accuracy of memory judgments as the observed measure 
parallel those obtained from the relatedness judgment task. 

One final preliminary issue to be mentioned briefly before turning to the 
experiments themselves is the selection of listeners to participate in the 
experiments. In most studies to be described here the listeners have a mod- 
erate level of musical experience but little or no formal training in musical 
theory. Typical participants have, for example, studied an instrument or 
instruments for five to fifteen years, have participated in performing groups 
for a number of years, and spend quite a bit of time listening to music. The 
choice of this subject population was based on a desire to obtain fairly 
precise and reliable data about implicit knowledge of musical structure 
gained through experience with music, rather than through explicit instruc- 
tion in music theory. In those cases where we have made overt comparisons 
between listeners with and without music theory training at the college 
level, we have not found consistent or reliable differences between the 
groups. However, certain effects of the age and the musical experience of 
the listeners have been found and will be summarized. 
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Overview of Empirical Investigations 

The empirical investigations to be described have been directed at char- 
acterizing the way in which musical elements are encoded and remembered. 
When listening to music we do not hear the sounded elements (the tones and 
chords) as randomly ordered and isolated units. Instead, the elements are 
perceived in relation to one another, and a sense of the overall organization 
of the composition is achieved. Presumably, this depends on the fact that the 
elements and their ordering conform to patterns characteristic of the musi- 
cal tradition within the listener's experience. We have chosen to investigate 
the cognitive structure that listeners have developed through experience 
with Western tonal music. This choice was motivated by the availability of 
listeners familiar with tonal music and the large body of music theory 
dealing with its structure. In addition, certain principles of tonal organiza- 
tion parallel those found in other perceptual and cognitive domains in ways 
that will be indicated later. These studies do not address the question of 
whether any aspect of the obtained results would generalize to music of 
other cultures or to more recently developed musical styles. However, the 
methodology employed in these studies might well be extended in particular 
cases, and certain quite general perceptual and cognitive principles may be 
found to emerge. 

The paper is divided into three main subsections, each of which addresses 
a different level of musical organization. The first summarizes some empiri- 
cal results on the way in which individual tones are perceived in a tonal 
context and a brief overview of related work on the perception of melodies. 
The second section presents some results on the harmonic functions of 
chords within tonal systems. The final section provides an empirical account 
of structure at the level of keys or abstract tonal centers. At each level, 
evidence is obtained for a well-articulated internal representation of musical 
structure that is reflective of tonal organization. In addition, certain struc- 
tural principles appear to be common to different levels, and features that 
tie together the three levels are identified. 

Psychological Representation of Single Tones in a Tonal Context 

This section summarizes empirical results on how single pitches are per- 
ceived when they are embedded in a tonal context. Emphasis will be given 
to features that specifically reflect tonal structure, rather than to factors 
such as pitch proximity and contour that have been shown to be psycholog- 
ically salient independent of tonal structure (see Deutsch, 1978, 1982a, for 
a summary of this literature). The studies to be described here represent an 
initial attempt to specify how pitch relationships are encoded and remem- 
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Perceptual Structures for Tonal Music 3 7 

bered when a specific key is indicated by the context. The context key is 
typically established by sounding a strong key-defining unit (such as a scale, 
tonic chord, or chord cadence) or by embedding the musical material in a 
tonal melodic sequence. 

To anticipate the results, these studies show that the perception of single 
pitches and relations between pitches are significantly altered by the tonal 
context. These alterations systematically reflect the music-theoretic hier- 
archy of tonal stability, which is central to the definition of tonal structure. 
In a tonal system, one single pitch, called the tonic, is given particular 
emphasis and is the pitch around which the composition is organized. That 
single tone appears relatively frequently, is rhythmically stressed, and tends 
to appear at the termination of major phrases. Every other pitch has a well- 
defined relationship to the tonic with certain pitches more closely associated 
to the tonic than others. Musical pitches are described as varying in terms of 
their stability within the tonal hierarchy, with tones more closely tied to the 
tonic playing more stable and central roles than those less related to the 
tonic. 

There is a direct parallel between this aspect of musical structure and 
other cognitive and perceptual domains. In this connection, the work of 
Rosch (1975; Rosch & Mervis, 1975) has been particularly influential in 
recent years. She noted that many perceptual and cognitive categories con- 
tain certain members that serve as reference points to which other category 
members are seen in relation. These elements are in some sense central, most 
representative, or prototypical of the category as a whole. The effects of this 
within-category structure have been demonstrated in various tasks, includ- 
ing learning, memory, classification and naming or identification. The struc- 
tural basis of this aspect of category structure in terms of overlapping 
features proposed by Rosch and Mervis (1975; see also, Tversky, 1977) 
does not apply to the musical case, because single pitches do not lend 
themselves to feature decomposition. However, the general account of cer- 
tain elements functioning within categories as reference points would seem 
to extend to the category of musical pitches. Thus, tonal organization 
which resides in the functioning of the set of musical pitches around a single 
pitch, the tonic, may reflect a general principle of perceptual-cognitive 
organization. 

Effects of the hierarchy of tonal stability have been demonstrated in a 
variety of measures. Krumhansl and Shepard (1979) obtained a quantitative 
description of the degrees of varying stability. Listeners were asked to rate 
how well each chromatic tone within an octave range completed a seven 
tone ascending or descending major scale. The ratings given by listeners 
with a moderate to high level of musical experience contained considerable 
structure that accorded with the qualitative account of tonal stability given 
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by music theorists. These ratings reflected the special role of the tonic tone, 
the distinction between scale and nonscale tones, and the equivalence of 
tones separated by octaves. 

Krumhansl and Kessler (1982) replicated and extended these findings. 
The more recent study employed a variety of context elements (chords and 
chord cadences as well as scales) that defined either a major or minor key. 
However, the basic method employed was identical to that of the earlier 
study: the key-defining element was followed on successive trials by each 
tone of the chromatic scale in random order and the listeners were required 
to rate how well the final tone fit, in a musical sense, with the key-defining 
element just heard. Figure 1 reproduces the results of the more recent study. 
The values shown are averaged over the different element types, and are 
plotted as if the established key were either C major or C minor. (Actually, 
many different major and minor keys were employed and the transposed 
rating profiles were strongly correlated. Therefore, the average transposed 
profiles are shown here.) 

In the listeners' responses, the tonic itself was rated as most strongly 
associated with the key-defining element, followed by the third and fifth 
scale degrees which together with the tonic tone form the tonic triad chord. 
Next highest ratings were given to the remaining scale degrees, and the 
lowest ratings were given to the nondiatonic tones. Certain differences 
appear between the major and minor key profiles, most notably the relative 
ordering of the third and fifth scale degrees. In addition to providing empir- 
ical support for the music-theoretic account of tonal stability, Krumhansl 
and Kessler (1982) demonstrated that the relationships beween keys (key 
distances) may be derived from the quantitative profiles. This analysis will 
be discussed in the final section of this paper. 

In another study, Krumhansl (1979) investigated the psychological re- 
sponse to pairs of successively sounded tones, that is, melodic intervals. The 
context key (which was always C major in this case) was suggested by 
sounding either the tonic triad chord or an ascending or descending major 
scale at the start of each trial. This was followed by a pair of tones drawn 
from the chromatic scale in an octave range. All possible ordered pairs of 
tones were presented, and listeners rated how well the second tone of each 
pair followed the first in the context provided. There were two main objec- 
tives of this study. First, the experiment was designed to investigate how 
single tones are heard in relation to one another in a tonal context. In other 
words, what is the average strength of association between any two tones? 
Second, the instructions focused on the order in which the tones were 
sounded to measure the temporally dependent expectancies generated by 
the first tone of the pair. Both the average measures of relatedness and the 
results for different temporal orders reflected the hierarchy of tonal stability. 

Figure 2 shows the results of the multidimensional scaling method ap- 
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Fig. 1. The major and minor key profiles obtained by Krumhansl and Kessler. The profile 
for the major key (upper graph) is the average rating given each of the 12 tones of the 
chromatic scale following a tonic triad chord or a cadence (IV-V-I, II-V-I, or VI-V-I) in a 

major key. The minor key profile (lower graph) is averaged over the minor tonic triad chord 
and the three cadences in minor. The profiles are shown with respect to C major and minor, 
respectively. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by 
permission.) 
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Fig. 2. The three-dimensional representation of the interrelations between the 13 tones of 
the chromatic scale in an octave range when presented in a C major context, from Krum- 
hansl. All possible pairs of tones were presented following an ascending or descending scale 
or a tonic chord, and the relatedness ratings were analyzed using multidimensional scaling. 
(Copyright © 1979 by Academic Press, Inc. Reprinted by permission.) 

plied to the average ratings given to each possible pair of tones. The posi- 
tions of points corresponding to each tone in an octave range in the three- 
dimensional solution are shown in a slightly idealized form to facilitate 
graphic presentation. Three independent features are reflected in the solu- 
tion which located the points on the surface of a cone. First, the tones are 
ordered around the cone in order of increasing pitch height. Second, the 
conical solution brought the two tonics separated by an octave into close 
proximity to represent the strong psychological association between tones 
separated by octaves. Third, and most relevant to the present discussion, the 
height of the tones approximately correlates with their relative stability 
within the established key, as measured in the two studies just described 
(Krumhansl & Shepard, 1979; Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982). Because of the 
conical shape, this has the consequence that the tones most central to the 
key (particularly the members of the tonic triad chord) are located in proxi- 
mal positions reflecting their strong interassociations. Thus, the scaling 
method isolated three principles underlying the perceptual relations be- 
tween pitches: pitch height, octave equivalence, and the hierarchy of tonal 
stability. 

The second aspect of the results of interest was the difference in ratings 
found for different temporal orders. Every pair of tones was presented in 
both possible orders, and in many cases quite large differences were found 
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in the listeners' ratings. These differences were a systematic function of the 
relative stability of the two tones within the hierarchy. When the second 
tone was more central to the key than the first, higher ratings were given 
than when the same two tones were presented in the reverse temporal order. 
These regular temporal asymmetries may be associated with the tendency 
described by music theorists for less stable tones within the system to "re- 
solve" to more stable tones, captured to some extent by summary matrices 
of transition probabilities, and possibly also reflected in typical patterns of 

rhythmic stress given to tones of differential stability. 
These results taken together demonstrate that individual pitches are per- 

ceived by the listeners as they function within the tonal system established 

by the experimental context. This implies that the sensory representation of 

pitches of different frequencies are recoded into some form that makes 

specific reference to tonal organization, requiring that listeners have ab- 
stracted certain features of tonal organization from the music within their 

experience. Moreover, the perceived relations between tones forming fixed 
intervals are not all equivalent, but depend on the functions of the particular 
tones in the key and on the order in which they are presented. Thus, accounts 
of pitch structure based on such physical properties as the ratios of the 
fundamental frequencies or the overlap of the harmonic series are necessar- 

ily incomplete. These factors, however, may have played a role in the initial 
evolution of the particular system of pitch relations contained within West- 
ern tonal music. The issue of how a tonal context affects perceived associa- 
tions between musical elements is considered again in the next section which 
describes various investigations into the perception of the harmonic func- 
tions of chords. 

Before turning to those studies of chord perception, however, two final 

topics related to the perception of single tones are discussed. The first is the 
issue of individual differences in pitch perception as a function of the age 
and training of the listener. The results described up to this point were from 
studies that employed adult listeners with a moderate to high level of musi- 
cal training. (These listeners had not for the most part received explicit 
instruction in music theory.) The question naturally arises as to the extent to 
which the pattern of results in the studies just described would generalize to 
children or adults with less musical experience. Many studies in the litera- 
ture (e.g., Bartlett & Dowling, 1980; Cuddy & Cohen, 1976) have found 

developmental and training effects on performance in music perception 
tasks. It is difficult, however, to isolate the causal factors underlying these 
observed main effects. 

In an attempt to localize more specifically differences in pitch perception, 
two studies (Krumhansl & Shepard, 1979; Krumhansl & Keil, 1982) have 
considered individual differences on the kinds of tasks just described. The 
Krumhansl and Shepard (1979) study employed a self-selected group of 
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adult listeners to participate in the scale completion task. The patterns of 
ratings were found to depend on the listeners' musical backgrounds, with 
three different identifiable patterns. The listeners with most musical experi- 
ence produced a pattern of results very much like those presented in Figure 
1. The group of listeners with some, but not extensive, music backgrounds 
emphasized octave equivalence and the special role of the tonic in their 
responses. Listeners with negligible musical instruction based their ratings 
almost exclusively on pitch height, that is, how far the final test tone was 
from the scale context. Thus, the factors reflected in the scale completion 
judgments were found to depend on the music backgrounds of the listeners. 

In a developmental study, Krumhansl and Keil (1982) asked listeners of 
elementary school age to judge how well short "melodies" sounded. The 

beginning of each sequence consisted of the tones of a major triad chord (in 
the order: tonic, third, tonic, fifth); this was followed by various pairs of 
tones that either were or were not contained within the scale of the context 

key. Despite the fact that the context contained only the components of the 
tonic triad chord, sequences ending with two diatonic tones were preferred 
overall to sequences ending on two nondiatonic tones. This was true even 
for the youngest listeners (grades 1 and 2) indicating that scale structure had 

already been internalized by this age. With age, the pattern of results showed 
increasing differentiation between tonic triad and other diatonic tones. 
Related work by Bartlett and Dowling (1980) also suggests the relatively 
early internalization of key structure (see Dowling, 1982, for a recent review 
of the developmental literature). Together, the two studies just described 
found that both development and training affect the way in which pitches 
are encoded and related to one another. Different acquisition sequences 
appeared in the two cases which, however, may be attributable to the 
slightly different methods used in the two studies. Certainly, additional 
empirical work is needed before firm conclusions can be made about the 
order in which different aspects of tonal organization are acquired. 

This section concludes with a brief discussion of pitch memory. Deutsch 
(1978, 1982b) has provided comprehensive reviews of this literature which 
is relatively extensive. Here, only those results that have specific bearing on 
tonal structure will be summarized. The introduction notes the importance 
in psychology of convergent evidence from a variety of tasks. The results of 
pitch memory studies support the view suggested by the more direct judg- 
ments of musical structure that pitches are encoded and retained in memory 
in a way that is interpreted through a knowledge system of tonal structure. 
The typical memory paradigm is one in which the listener first hears a tone 
or sequence of tones that is followed at some temporal delay by another 
tone or sequence of tones. The listeners are required to judge whether the 
second instance is the same or different from the first. The probability of a 
correct judgment is the empirical measure of memory accuracy. Variations 
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in memory performance as a function of the structure of the to-be-remem- 
bered material are used to draw inferences about the nature of the memory 
representation. 

A number of studies (Dewar, Cuddy, & Mewhort, 1977; Frances, 1972) 
have shown that tonal sequences are better remembered than sequences not 
conforming to tonal structure. In addition, specific effects of the relationship 
between a to-be-remembered tone and a context key have been observed. 
With tonal sequences, it is difficult for listeners to detect the substitution of 
one diatonic tone in a first (to-be-remembered) sequence with another dia- 
tonic tone in a second (comparison) sequence shifted to another key (Cuddy, 
Cohen, & Miller, 1979). Such changes between two diatonic tones are more 
difficult to detect than changes from a diatonic to a nondiatonic tone. 
Dowling (1978) has noted similar confusions between diatonic elements in 
transposed melodies. These results parallel the increased perceptual associ- 
ations found between diatonic tones in the scaling study (Krumhansl, 1979) 
described earlier. Krumhansl (1979) and Dowling and Bartlett (Note 1) 
found that in a tonal context, a first-presented nondiatonic tone is more 
frequently confused with a later-presented diatonic tone than is a first- 
presented diatonic tone confused with a later-presented nondiatonic tone. 
This is the same pattern of asymmetries found in relatedness judgments for 
pairs of tones embedded in tonal contexts. The memory results suggest that 
the memory representation of nondiatonic tones is unstable, tending to 
become assimilated over time into more stable elements within the tonal 
system. 

In sum, these psychological investigations have provided considerable 
evidence that listeners interpret and remember tones in terms of their func- 
tions within an experimentally instantiated tonal system. This section has 
described the variety of methods, employing both direct relatedness judg- 
ments and memory confusions, supporting this view. The fundamental 
organizational principle underlying tonal music, namely, the hierarchy of 
stability that applies to the set of musical pitches, is evident in a variety of 
independent measures. Thus, listeners, at least those with a moderate level 
of experience with tonal music, have apparently internalized this aspect of 
musical structure and use this knowledge to encode and remember pitches. 
As will be seen in the next section, similar principles of perceptual-cognitive 
organization are found for chords, although the internal representation of 
chord functions also contains certain unique features. 

Psychological Representation of Chords in a Tonal Context 

This section describes empirical investigations into the listener's knowl- 
edge of chord functions in traditional Western music. Music theorists con- 
cerned with tonal music have provided an account of the abstract structure 
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of music within this tradition in terms of two fundamental concepts. The 
first is the hierarchical organization of the set of musical pitches, and exper- 
imental evidence for the internalization of this aspect of musical structure 
was presented in the last section. The second fundamental principle governs 
the harmonic functioning of simultaneously sounded tones in chords. Prob- 
ably the most distinctive aspect of Western music is its harmonic structure, 
and by far the majority of the theory of tonal music has dealt with this topic. 
This work describes in detail the construction of chord sequences, the 
function of chords in establishing a key, and the factors relating harmonic 
and melodic properties. Musical compositions are analyzed in terms of 
chords that function within a predominant key, with the chords either 
sounded explicitly or implied by the successive tones of the melody. These 
music-theoretic analyses suggest that listeners may have an internal repre- 
sentation of these abstract chord functions that is referenced during listen- 
ing to enable the listener to apprehend the structure of the composition. 

The methodology described earlier was employed in the studies to be 
summarized here, and the same general issues are addressed: how are the 
elements perceived in relation to one another, and how are these relations 
modified by the context in which the elements are embedded? When consid- 
ering chords, however, certain unique problems emerge. The same abstract 
chord function can be instantiated in a number of different ways. In partic- 
ular, the elements of the chords can be sounded in different octaves, with 
different tones appearing as the lowest tone producing different inversions 
and altering the specific intervals contained in the chords. Whether or not 
these produce distinctive effects is a matter of some debate (see, for example, 
Rameau, 1722/1971 ; Schoenberg, 1969), but before investigating this more 
specific question it seems desirable to achieve a general description of per- 
ceived chord functions. A second, related problem is the separation of 
harmonic from melodic factors. In conventionally produced chords, the 
topmost tones of a chord progression tend to be heard as a melody, thus 
confounding the two kinds of organization. 

These considerations have led us to employ chord stimuli generated by a 
technique originated by Shepard (1964). Each chord contains fifteen sinu- 
soidal components, corresponding to the three different tones of the triad in 
five octaves. (An example, the C major chord, is shown in Figure 3.) The 
amplitude of the various components is varied over the five octave range, so 
the components in the center of the frequency range are all of equal apparent 
loudness, and the loudness of the components at the high and low ends of 
the range tapers off to threshold levels. This produces chords that have an 
organ-like quality with no well-defined lowest or highest pitch, thus mini- 
mizing melodic factors and also effects produced by the movement of the 
bass tones. In addition, this sidesteps the problem of selecting particular 
chord inversions and eliminates considerations having to do with voice- 
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Fig. 3. The loudness envelope used in constructing the chords as a function of log frequency, 
from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Kessler. Shown are the 15 frequencies comprising the C 
major chord. The three triad tones are sounded with varying loudness levels in each of 
the five octaves, with the loudness approaching threshold at the low and high ends of the 
pitch range. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by 
permission.) 

leading. It also approximately equates the overall pitch height of the differ- 
ent chords. 

Three studies have been conducted on the perceived relationships be- 
tween the triad chords built on the seven steps of the diatonic scale. These 
chords will be referred to as the basic set of harmonies of the key. In one 
study (Krumhansl, Bharucha, & Kessler, 1982), the chords employed were 
those of three related keys: C major, G major, and A minor. Two subsequent 
studies (Bharucha &c Krumhansl, 1983; Krumhansl, Bharucha &C Castel- 
lano, 1982) used the chords of two distantly related keys: C major and Fit 
major. These studies varied the tonal context in which the chords were 
sounded. Before considering the effects of varying the context, the structural 
features that remained invariant across contexts will be described. 

There are seven chords in the basic set of harmonies of a key, denoted by 
the Roman numerals I-VII to designate the scale step on which the chord is 
built. Figure 4 shows the results obtained in the Krumhansl, Bharucha, and 
Kessler (1982) study for this set of chords; almost identical patterns were 
obtained in the two subsequent studies. The figure on the left shows the two- 
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Fig. 4. The multidimensional scaling solution (left panel) and the hierarchical clustering 
solution (right panel) of the relatedness ratings of chords in the basic set of harmonies of a 
key (I- VII), from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Kessler. (Similar results were obtained by 
Bharucha & Krumhansl, 1983, and Krumhansl, Bharucha, & Castellano, 1982.) (Copyright 
© 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by permission.) 

dimensional multidimensional scaling solution for the relatedness judg- 
ments of all possible pairs of chords in the set I-VII of a key. (These values 
were averaged over the three different keys employed in that study.) There is 
a central core that contains the chords described by music theorists as the 
most structurally significant: the I, IV, and V chords. These are surrounded 
by the less stable II, III, VI, and VII chords. Thus, within the basic set of 
harmonies there is a subset of chords that are perceived as closely interre- 
lated and central to the set of chords of the key. The figure on the right shows 
the results of the hierarchical clustering method applied to the same data. 
First, the I and V chords, which received the highest relatedness rating, are 
joined. Following this, the cluster containing the I and V chords is succes- 
sively joined by the IV, VI, II, III and VII chords. 

These methods, which are based on somewhat different underlying as- 
sumptions and which represent the psychological structure of the domain 
in different ways, both point to a hierarchy within the set of harmonies of a 
key. The order of the chords in the obtained hierarchy generally accords 
with the qualitative account of the relative significance of the chords given 
by music theorists. The order found for chords, however, differs from that 
obtained for the corresponding root notes. For example, the I, IV, and V 
chords grouped first, whereas the first, third, and fifth scale tones were found 
to be most strongly interrelated. Thus, chord functions cannot be equated 
with the dominance of the root of the chord in the hierarchy of tonal 
stability. For both tones and chords, however, evidence is found for a hier- 
archy of stability, with certain closely associated elements forming a central 
core and other elements more distantly related to this core and to each other. 

Asymmetries in the relatedness judgments also reflected the hierarchy of 
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chord functions. Bharucha and Krumhansl (1983) observed a regular pat- 
tern of differences for pairs of chords, one of which was contained in the 
harmonically stable core (defined as the set, I, IV and V), and one of which 
was outside the core (II, III, VI and VII chords). When the second of the two 
chords was in the central core, higher ratings were given than when the same 
two chords were presented in the opposite order. The result was replicated 
by Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Castellano (1982) and was found in these 
two studies to be largely invariant across different tonal contexts. 

It should be noted that these results may partially reflect the fact that the 
harmonic core for major keys contains only major triads, and the chords 
outside the core are minor, diminished, or augmented chords which may 
have inherently less stable perceptual effects. (However, a similar pattern 
was obtained for the chords of a minor key which do not have this property.) 
Whether or not chord type generally contributes to the dominance of certain 
chords in the hierarchy, these scaling studies demonstrate that such a hier- 
archy applies to chords as well as to single tones presented in a tonal context. 
Despite differences found between the two hierarchies, the same general 
principle of organization is seen to be operating at the two levels. 

Influences of the relationships between different keys have also been 
found in these studies on chords. A more detailed discussion of interkey 
distance will be deferred until the next section. Briefly, however, certain keys 
are described by music theorists as closely related and others as less closely 
related, with the strength of association approximately correlated with the 
ease with which a modulation (change) between the two keys may be ef- 
fected. In the Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Kessler (1982) study, we employed 
the chords of three keys: C major, G major, and A minor. The key of C 
major is closely related to G major (which is the key built on the dominant 
of C major), and it is also closely related to A minor (which is the relative 
minor of C major). The keys of G major and A minor are somewhat more 
distant from each other. The selection of these particular keys was moti- 
vated by a concern for understanding how the internal representation of 
harmonic functions is compatible with the common musical practice of 
modulating between closely related keys. At the other extreme of interkey 
distance are the two maximally distant major keys, C major and Fft major; 
the chords of these keys were used in the Bharucha and Krumhansl (1983) 
and Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Castellano (1982) studies. 

Considering the thirteen chords in the basic set of harmonies of the three 
closely related keys first, analyses of the relatedness judgments revealed a 
central cluster of chords that play important harmonic roles in each of the 
three keys. The multidimensional scaling solution for the thirteen chords is 
shown in Figure 5. Grouped in the center of the configuration are the I, IV, 
and V chords of C major (C major, F major, and G major), the I, IV, and V 
chords of G major (the G major, C major, and D major chords), and the I, 
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Fig. 5. The multidimensional scaling solution of the chords from three closely related keys 
(C major, G major, and A minor), from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Kessler. All four panels 
show the same configuration. Figure a labels the points by the chord name; Figures b, c, and 
d label the points by the chord functions in C major, G major, and A minor, respectively. 
(Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by permission.) 

IV, and V chords of A minor (the A minor, D minor, and E major chords). 
The close interassociations among these harmonically significant chords 
would seem to facilitate the assimilation of modulations between these 

closely related keys. The hierarchical clustering solution, shown in Figure 6, 
brings out the additional feature that the central core subdivides into two 
subsets, one of which contains the chords that function in G major and one 
of which contains those chords that function in A minor. Both representa- 
tions, in addition, show that those chords that are unique members of G 
major (not in the basic set of harmonies of C major or A minor) were 
perceived as distantly related to those of chords unique to A minor. The 
obtained results, thus, indicated an internal representation that simultane- 
ously accommodated the multiple functions of certain chords in closely 
related keys and the separation of chords unique to each key. 

When the chords were drawn from two maximally distant major keys, 
analyses of the relatedness ratings reflected a clear separation of the chords 
of these two nonoverlapping keys. The central panel in the upper half of 
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Fig. 6. The hierarchical clustering solution of the chords from three closely related keys (C 
major, G major, and A minor), from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Kessler. The functions of the 
chords in each key are indicated. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Associ- 
ation. Reprinted by permission.) 

Figure 7 shows the scaling solution for the chords of C and Fit major 
obtained in the Bharucha and Krumhansl (1983) study when pairs of chords 
from these two contexts were presented in isolation (no tonal context was 

provided) . Even in this case, the interrelations among the chords were found 
to strongly depend on key membership. The other panels show the effects of 

providing different tonal contexts. These results will be considered in more 
detail later, but it should be noted that for each context condition the 

separation of the chords from different keys is maintained. Thus, key mem- 

bership of chords, the fact that certain chords function within keys, is 

strongly evident in the ratings listeners gave about the relationships between 
chords. 

Convergent evidence for key membership has also been obtained from 

memory studies. Bharucha and Krumhansl (1983) found that memory for 
random sequences of chords was poorer than for sequences of chords drawn 
from a single key and sequentially ordered to conform to conventions of 
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Fig. 7. The multidimensional scaling solution of the seven chords from C major and the 
seven chords from Fit major. The top three panels show the solutions obtained by Bharucha 
and Krumhansl (1983) for the chords presented in a C major context (left), no context 
(center), and in an Fit major context (right). The bottom three panels show the results 
obtained by Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Castellano, for the chords in a G major context 
(left), an A major context (center), and a B major context (right). (Copyright © 1982 by the 
Psychonomic Society. Reprinted by permission.) 

harmonic progression. When the sequences were tonal, specific effects of 
key membership were demonstrated. The substitution of one chord in the 
key by another chord in the key was difficult for listeners to detect, reflecting 
the close associations between diatonic elements. Changing a diatonic 
chord to a nondiatonic chord, however, was very easy to notice, and when a 
nondiatonic chord was changed to a diatonic chord more confusion errors 
resulted than when a diatonic chord was changed to a nondiatonic chord. 
Again, this result suggests that the memory representation of nondiatonic 
elements is unstable and tends to become assimilated into the tonal frame- 
work. A more recent study (Krumhansl &c Castellano, in press; Krumhansl, 
Note 2) further supports this view. That study required listeners to judge 
which particular chord had been changed between one chord sequence and 
a second chord sequence that followed immediately. When a nondiatonic 
chord was contained within an otherwise tonal sequence, it was frequently 
(incorrectly) judged as having been changed even though it was actually 
identical in the two sequences. 
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Other evidence for the close tie between chord functions and the relations 
between different musical keys was obtained in the two scaling studies of 
chords of distantly related keys, C and Ftt major (Bharucha & Krumhansl, 
1983; Krumhansl, Bharucha, & Castellano, 1982). In these studies, the 
chords were presented in the absence of any context or in the context of one 
of the following keys: C major, G major, A major, B major, or Ftt major. 
These keys are ordered in terms of increasing distance from C major and 
decreasing distance from Ftt major. The context key was established by 
sounding a IV-V-I cadence in that key immediately preceding the two to- 

be-judged chords. Two independent effects of the distance between the 
context key and the keys in which the test chords function were observed. 
First, the perceived associations between chords that both function in a 

single key were strengthened to the extent that the key containing the chords 
is close to the context key. This effect is apparent in the scaling solutions 
shown in Figure 7, where the chords within a key are drawn together more 
or less depending on how close that key is to the key of the context. Second, 
when the two chords were drawn from different keys, the direction and 

magnitude of the temporal order effect depended systematically on interkey 
distance. When the key of the second chord was closer to the context key, 
higher ratings were given than when the key of the first chord was closer to 
the context key. Thus, the context introduced preferences for particular 
temporal orders of the chord pairs in a way that depended on interkey 
distance. 

Identical context effects were demonstrated in a parallel memory experi- 
ment (Krumhansl, Bharucha, & Castellano, 1982); the results are shown in 

Figure 8. Chords from C major and Ftt major were embedded in sequences 
in one of the following keys: C major, G major, A major, or B major. The 

probability that a chord of one key was confused with a different chord of 
the same key increased as the distance between that key and the key of the 

sequence decreased. For example, one chord of C major was confused with 
another chord of C major more frequently when the key of the sequence was 
closer to C major. Also, the probability that a chord of one key was confused 
with a chord of a second, different key depended on the distances between 
the key of the second chord and the context key. A chord of C major, for 
instance, was confused with a chord from Ftt major more frequently when 
the key of the sequence was closer to Ftt major. These memory results are 
identical to the context-dependent effects found in the direct relatedness 
judgments in the scaling studies just described. One additional context- 

dependent finding was obtained in the memory study, however. The proba- 
bility that a repeated chord is correctly recognized increased to the extent 
that the context key is close to the key (s) in which the repeated chord plays a 
harmonic function. 

These findings indicate that the internal representation of harmonic rela- 
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Fig. 8. The probability of a correct memory judgment for chords from C and Fit major 
embedded in harmonic sequences in C, G, A, or B major, from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and 
Castellano. The top graph shows the probability that a repeated chord is correctly recognized 
in each context key. The center graph shows the probability that a change from one chord to 
another chord in the same key is detected. The lower graph shows the probability that change 
from one chord to another of a different key is detected. (Copyright © 1982 by the Psychon- 
omic Society. Reprinted by permission.) 

tionships depends specifically on the key of the context. Both within-key 
and between-key harmonic relations among a fixed set of chords are seen to 
be altered in systematic ways as the context key is varied. These changes are 
a regular function of interkey distance, demonstrating quite conclusively 
that the individual chords are interpreted in terms of their functions within 
a system of interrelated musical keys. Effects of key membership and inter- 
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key distance were also evident in the psychological measures of associations 
between chords from closely and distantly related keys. 

Given the intimate connection found between the harmonic functions of 
chords and key structure (the distances between different keys), it might be 
suggested that key distance is derivable from the interlocking pattern of 
multiple chord functions. Indeed, Krumhansl and Kessler (1982) noted that 
closely related keys tend to share a number of harmonically significant 
chords. Empirically derived measures of chord-key associations, which are 
presented in the next section, substantiated this pattern. Certain difficulties 
with deriving key distance from shared chords may be identified, however 
(for example, the close tie between parallel major and minor keys which 
share relatively few chords). The next section of this article presents an 
alternative approach to accounting for key distance based on the hierarchy 
of stability of single tones. 

To summarize up to this point, these studies have investigated the internal 
representation of musical structure for both single tones and for chords. In 
both cases, a principle of within-level organization emerged, described as a 
hierarchy of dominance of certain elements over others. This hierarchy was 
reflected in a number of different empirical measures, including direct 
ratings of how well individual elements followed key-defining contexts, 
average relatedness judgments and temporal asymmetries in relatedness 
judgments, and the accuracy of memory for elements embedded in tonal 
contexts. For both tones and chords, a central compact cluster of musical 
elements most central to the key was found, with other elements more 
distant from this core and from each other. In addition to this horizontal or 
within-level structure, strong interlevel influences were evident. Both key 
membership and membership in significant chords within keys were re- 
flected in the results for single tones. Structural relations between chords 
were governed by harmonic functions of chords in different keys, and these 
associations were found to depend systematically on interkey distance and 
to be modified by the context in which the chords were embedded. 

These results argue, first of all, that listeners have abstracted certain 
underlying principles of the functioning of tones and chords within musical 
keys. This knowledge of tonal functions is used during listening to encode 
and remember the individual elements, mediating the perception of the 
associations between elements and producing a sense of coherence between 
elements presented over time. Second, the results argue that invariant prop- 
erties at the levels of single tones and chords are unlikely to be identified that 
do not make reference to tonal structure. In other words, the psychological 
processes engaged during music listening extend well beyond the sensory 
registration of physical properties of the musical elements and relations 
derivable from these physical properties. A significant cognitive component 
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is necessarily involved in which the listener makes reference to a highly 
structured system of knowledge about tonal functions. 

Psychological Representation of Musical Keys 

The last section described a number of effects on the perception of chord 
functions that related to interkey distance. This section presents the deriva- 
tion of a quantitative measure of the relatedness between musical keys, or 
abstract tonal centers, and describes a few other related results. Music 
theorists have identified various features of keys that determine the ease 
with which a modulation between keys may be achieved; this may be taken 
as a rough measure of interkey distance. It is fairly widely accepted that 
distances between major keys can be represented by the circle of fifths on 
which neighboring keys are those with tonics separated by an interval of a 
fifth. These neighboring keys also share all but one scale step and their key 
signatures differ only in terms of one sharp or flat. 

Adding the minor keys introduces certain problems because every major 
key is closely associated with two different minor keys, the relative and 
parallel minors. Necessarily, then, every minor key is closely associated with 
two different major keys, and these major keys are not located next to one 
another on the circle of fifths. This makes it impossible to simply add the 
minor keys to the circle of fifths representation for major keys. Also, no 
single factor or combination of factors, such as shared scale tones, difference 
in key signature, or shared chords, seem to account for the apparent musical 
relations between major and minor keys. 

This has led Schoenberg (1969, pp. 20 and 30) to propose an alternative 
model of key relationships. In this model, the keys are located in a two- 
dimensional array around a central reference key. The configuration con- 
sists of alternating columns of major and minor keys. The keys within 
columns are such that adjacent keys are separated by fifths; thus, the vertical 
dimension incorporates the circle of fifths. In the horizontal dimension the 
columns of major and minor keys are lined up so that the central reference 
major key is flanked by its relative minor on one side and its parallel minor 
on the other. Similarly, the central reference minor key is flanked by its 
relative and parallel major keys. 

Krumhansl and Kessler (1982) obtained a similar configuration, shown 
in Figure 9, based on empirical data. The basic data in this analysis were the 
ratings of how well each chromatic tone fit with key-defining elements, 
shown in Figure 1 and discussed earlier. That these ratings contained a 
distinctive key-specific pattern suggested that these values might be used to 
derive a map of musical keys. We argued that keys are closely related to the 
extent that the individual musical tones have similar positions within the 
keys' dominance hierarchies. In other words, keys sharing prominent ele- 
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Fig. 9. The spatial configuration of interkey distances obtained from intercorrelating the 
rating profiles and applying multidimensional scaling, from Krumhansl and Kessler. The 
vertical edges are identified and the horizontal edges are also identified, giving a four- 
dimensional torus. The circle of fifths and parallel and relative relations are noted for 
C major. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by 
permission.) 

ments are presumed to be closely related. The analysis consisted of two 
steps. In the first, a measure of distance between all possible keys was 
computed. In the second, the multidimensional scaling method was applied 
to the obtained key distance measure to achieve a graphic representation of 
structure at the level of keys. 

To compute a measure of interkey distance for each pair of keys, the 
rating profiles shown in Figure 1 were shifted to the appropriate reference 
tone or tonic. For example, the D major profile was taken to be the C major 
profile shifted up two half-steps. (The strong similarity found between 
transposed rating profiles for elements defining different keys justifies this 
procedure.) Then, to obtain the distance measure for two keys, the values of 
the appropriately shifted profiles were correlated. This procedure results in 
a quantitative measure (a value between - 1 and 1) of the similarity of the 
two rating profiles for all possible pairs of major and minor keys. 

These distance measures were then analyzed using multidimensional 
scaling, which produced a solution in four dimensions. This configuration 
of points provided an excellent fit to the interkey distance measures. The 
points were located on the surface of a torus, which is a four-dimensional 
surface generated by two circles (one in each of two dimensions). It is, 
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however, locally two-dimensional and can be depicted as a rectangle, shown 
in Figure 9, where it is understood that the opposite edges are identified. 
That is, the two horizontal edges are to be considered the same, and the two 
vertical edges are likewise to be considered the same. 

The resulting representation of key distance possesses many features 
consistent with qualitative accounts of key relations given by music theo- 
rists. In particular, the solution contains as a subset Schoenberg's (1969) 
map of major and minor keys. Every major key is flanked by its neighbors 
on the circle of fifths and by its relative and parallel minors. The same 
relationships are found for minor keys. Unlike Schoenberg's model, this 
representation contains all twenty-four major and minor keys, and, more- 
over, enables the precise evaluation of interkey distance. For example, a 
major key is found to be more closely tied to its relative than its parallel 
minor key. Other comparisons of this sort can readily be made. 

This analysis demonstrates that a highly regular and interprétable map of 
key distances can be obtained from empirical data. Moreover, it is notable 
that the structure relating different keys can be derived directly from the 
hierarchy of tonal stability. This suggests that the hierarchy itself may be the 
fundamental underlying feature of tonal music, one that is generative of 
interkey relations. Evidence for the internalization of this hierarchy, and the 
structural features of tonal music that give emphasis to the hierarchy and 
may facilitate its internalization, were noted earlier. In this analysis is seen 
the close tie between tonal functions at the level of single tones and the 
relations between abstract tonal centers. 

An additional analysis of the rating profiles was used to derive chord-key 
relations; the results are presented in Figure 10. This analysis determined a 
position on the key representation for chords of four different types: major, 
minor, diminished, and dominant seventh. The position obtained (see 
Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982, for details) shows the strength of association 
between each type of chord and each of the major and minor keys. The top 
panel shows the obtained position for a C major chord (the analogous result 
holds for any other major chord). The major chord is found to be closely 
associated to all keys which contain it in the basic set of harmonies. The 
middle panel shows the position of the A minor chord to be close to the keys 
in which it functions, but drawn somewhat toward its parallel major possi- 
bly reflecting the tendency for the minor mode to be dominated by its closely 
associated major modes. The dominant seventh chord on G and the B 
diminished chord, shown in the bottom panel, were given virtually identical 
positions, supporting the interpretation of the diminished chord as a domi- 
nant seventh chord with missing root. Again, key membership is evident in 
the obtained solution. That chord-key relations may be derived from their 
tonal hierarchies again suggests that the hierarchy that applies to single 
tones may be fundamental. 
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This analysis makes clear the intimate connection between chord func- 
tions and key structure discussed in the last section. Keys sharing chords are 
located close to one another in the spatial configuration. Necessarily, then, 
the perceived associations between chords should reflect the distance be- 
tween the keys in which they function, a result that was found in both direct 
relatedness judgments and memory confusions between chords. Certain 
problems were noted earlier with the derivation of key structure from the 
pattern of interlocking chord functions. We prefer the view, then, that both 
key structure and chord-key relations are consequences of the hierarchy of 
structural stability that applies to the set of chromatic tones in tonal music. 
However, the three levels, single tones, chords, and keys, are all strongly 
interdependent. 

Two other empirical results support the view that listeners have internal- 
ized musical structure at the level of abstract tonal centers, or keys. Key 
distance has been found to affect recognition memory for transposed me- 
lodic sequences. Cuddy, Cohen, and Miller (1979) showed better recogni- 
tion performance when the to-be-remembered melody was transposed to 
the closely related dominant key than to the distantly related key of the 
tritone. Bartlett and Dowling (1980) showed that the magnitude of the key 
distance effect was independent of the musical experience and age of the 
listeners and the familiarity of the melody (although each of these factors 
had a main effect). Thus, robust key distance effects have been found in 
terms of memory performance. 

Finally, a second experiment described in the Krumhansl and Kessler 
(1982) paper traced how the sense of key develops and changes over time 
during well-structured harmonic sequences. Certain of these sequences con- 
tained modulations between either closely or distantly related musical keys. 
Rating profiles were obtained after each successive chord of the sequences, 
which were then correlated with the rating profiles for strong key-defining 
elements (Figure 1) to assess the strength of each possible key interpretation 
at each point in time. Differences were found between the close and distant 
modulations. For the close modulations, as soon as a chord in the new key 
was sounded the sense of the new key was stronger than implied by the last 
heard chord in isolation. For distant modulations, the sense of the new key 
was achieved only later in the sequence. Apparently, listeners are prepared 
for shifts to closely, but not distantly, related keys. In addition, introduction 
of a new, distantly related key tended to suppress the sense of the first key 
more than did the introduction of a new, more closely related key. 

These findings suggest that listeners integrate information over the suc- 
cessive chords of the sequences, dynamically generating hypotheses about 
likely key regions through interpreting the chords in their multiple harmonic 
roles. Berry (1976) notes that the dual or multiple meanings of harmonies 
are fundamental to tonal music, reflecting "the depth of tonal-harmonic 
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Fig. 10. The relations between the C major, A minor, and B diminished chords and the 24 
keys are shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively, as derived from the rating 
profiles by Krumhansl and Kessler. Each chord's harmonic functions in the keys are indi- 
cated. The dominant seventh chord on G (not shown) was located in approximately the same 
position as the B diminished chord. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological 
Association. Reprinted by permission.) 
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meanings, and ... the way harmony is heard in tonal music" (pg. 67). The 
processing of these multiple harmonic functions is supported by an internal 
representation in which each chord is closely associated with the various 
keys in which it functions, and keys sharing chords are perceived as closely 
related. Through reference to this knowledge system, the listener is able to 
achieve an initial key interpretation, and to assimilate modulations to new 
keys, particularly those that are closely related. This process results in a 
sense of coherence throughout harmonic sequences with considerable sur- 
face complexity and allows the apprehension of more global aspects of 
musical structure. 

Conclusions 

The psychological literature reviewed here represents an initial attempt 
to understand the kinds of internal representations and processes involved 
in listening to tonal music. The results provide a quantitative, structural 
description of the kinds of knowledge listeners have about fundamental 
aspects of tonal organization. In particular, there is evidence for an articu- 
lated knowledge system about the interrelations between tones and between 
chords as they are used in tonal music. Moreover, these relations consis- 
tently reflect the internalization of key structure. This knowledge system has 
both within-level and between-level features. A common within-level orga- 
nizational principle was found for single tones and chords: a tonality- 
specific hierarchy with particular elements dominating over others. Certain 
elements are most central in each of these domains, with other elements 
more distantly related both to the central core and to each other. In addition, 
within-level structure in each of the three domains (tones, chords, and keys) 
was found to be intimately tied to structure in other domains. These be- 
tween-level associations are, thus, generative of structure within each do- 
main, and in them reside the connections between melodic and harmonic 
organization and between the musical elements actually sounded and a 
system of interrelated key regions. 

In addition to providing an analysis of the listeners' knowledge of funda- 
mental principles underlying tonal music, it is hoped that the present article 
conveys a sense of the psychological issues related to the study of music 
perception. It was suggested that psychophysical-sensory descriptions of 
the processes in music perception are necessarily incomplete, and specifi- 
cally musical features must be considered in addition to general principles 
of perceptual organization. The emerging view is one in which cognitive 
processes are significantly involved. Listeners apparently make reference to 
knowledge of the regularities underlying music within their experience to 
interpret the incoming sensory information. Moreover, the memory repre- 
sentation for musical events is coded in terms of this framework. It was 
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suggested that the sense of coherence achieved during listening, and the 
generation of expectancies are also products of this knowledge system. 
Possibly, also, engaging these same cognitive structures and processes is a 
large component of the aesthetic response to music. 

This article was also intended to describe certain experimental methodol- 
ogies and analytic techniques available to psychologists. Their availability 
has led to the choice of certain experimental designs and may have even 
guided the selection of the particular research question in some cases, pos- 
sibly limiting the scope of the investigations. However, the methods repre- 
sented here have quite general applicability, and could be used to investigate 
a variety of issues, such as the perceptual effects of different chord inversions 
or tuning systems, or the way in which listeners respond to musical structure 
in other styles or cultures. Moreover, the experimental approach, which is 
directed at achieving detailed, quantitative descriptions of psychological 
processes, has certain advantages. A degree of precision is possible that 
cannot be achieved through qualitative, verbal accounts. The quantitative 
measures enable the investigator to evaluate the strength of any particular 
effect observed. More importantly, once quantitative measures have been 
obtained, a variety of analytic techniques are available for the discovery of 
structure underlying complex sets of data. These techniques greatly fa- 
cilitate the isolation of basic psychological components and organiza- 
tional principles. Reducing the set of observations to a form that may 
be more readily understood greatly facilitates the development of models 
and theories. 

Finally, the results described generally support the kinds of psychological 
processes presumed by some music theorists to be operating during listening 
to traditional Western music. These investigations substantiate certain fun- 
damental principles governing tonal music identified in music theory. The 
descriptive framework of experimental psychology extends these music- 
theoretic accounts by providing precise characterizations of the perception 
of musical organization. These descriptions serve to highlight the psycho- 
logically salient features that govern structure at different levels of organi- 
zation and the rich interdependencies between levels. Empirical studies may, 
in addition, be able to explicate the dynamic character of perceptual pro- 
cesses operating over time. Certain general cognitive-perceptual principles 
and capacities may also be found to emerge that apply to music of other 
cultures and more recent styles of Western music, whose theoretical descrip- 
tion is at present less well-developed.1 

1. The preparation of this article and much of the research reported here was supported 
by a grant from the National Science Foundation (BNS-8 1-03570) to the author. 
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